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	_1_ Review Board Comments_Uikep1Tmhmr5qNB7B2pA7A: Estimating surface rain rate using passive radiometer data is undeniably a very difficult problem. The Precip Team has done a nice job with the algorithm and made significant improvements since Beta. Despite some remaining issues, some of them potentially significant, we feel that the product may still provide some operational value, and therefore we declare the product has reached Provisional status. We do strongly recommend that the Precip team look into the suggestions listed below asap because they may yield significant improvements in the short term.Remaining Issues- Parts of CONUS meet specs, other parts don’t, but given that areas with radar coverage have quite good alternative rain rate products available, the GOES-R rain rate product will provide the most value outside of CONUS, including over the ocean and parts of central and South America. These areas need improvement, even for the convective areas, which is where the GOES-R product should do best.- Looking at the scatterplots on Slide 32, even though this is only for 2 select months, the algorithm has many data points in which it shows fairly high rainrates (>= 10 mm/hr) while the corresponding validation products show much lower values. In February there appear to be quite a few retrieved values near 50 mm/hr where the validation data showed 0-2 mm/hr, somewhere outside of CONUS.- CONUS maps on slides 27-29 show that it generally does relatively well in the southeast US but more poorly in much of the western US. This suggests more issues with limb cooling in the WV bands that isn’t sufficiently accounted for.- Given lack of individual case studies presented, it’s unclear what the primary source of the problems are. Is it incorrect identification of the “cold top convective cloud” category? Or calibration coefficients that should vary seasonally? Or improper accounting for observation path length in the thresholds and predictive equations involving WV bands?- No validation information was presented for higher rain rates, so we have no idea how the product performs with the most active part of deep convection, besides what can be inferred from the scatterplots referenced aboveRecommendations - Spend a few weeks examining in what cases the current algorithm predicts ~10 mm/hr rain rates but the validation data shows less. Look carefully at those cases and figure out why.- Depending on what is found, test some changes to the algorithm to improve these issues.   • If the issue is incorrect classification of the “cold top convective cloud” category, test ways to improve this classification. You may be detecting cold anvil clouds under which it's not raining heavily or at all, but the heavy rain may be only a few pixels away within the active portion of the convection  • If the issue is poorly calibrated coefficients in certain times of year, test implementing monthly or bi-monthly updated coefficients. Are the coefficients a function of the latitude bands? This would probably be needed because you wouldn't expect the same summertime coefficients in the U.S. to work well with the June coefficients in Argentina, for example.  • It’s possible that the findings will reveal the necessity to implement dynamically updating calibration using microwave data; if that’s the case, evaluate the feasibility of such a change for full validation- Calculate some validation statistics for larger rain rate thresholds, such as 25 mm/hr (corresponding to ~1 inch/hour). If nothing else this will be useful information to provide to the users- These recommendations can all be considered part of the path toward Full Validation; however, most of them can be accomplished fairly quickly and we recommend that any fixes get implemented sooner rather than later since the product will now be available to users
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